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Letter From the Editor...
Happy Festivus!
You know, we here at Skidmo’ Daily have a great tradition where all the writers come together and talk about
our back problems over a nice lukewarm glass of eggnog and gin. It doesn’t taste good, but it sure tastes good!
We go around the room and talk about how “in” pretending to be gluten intolerant this season is, despite the
fact that none of us have Celiac disease. It’s so much fun! This year, as we roasted chestnuts and left a plate
of soda crackers out for scolding, we even got around to talking about why our parents refused to pay for an
airline ticket this time around.
After much deliberation, we’ve found that our parents–each and every one of the miserable lot–are simply
deplorables, and the decision to renege their usual promise of paying to have us come home for the holidays
could simply be chalked up to their failure of parenting altogether. It’s not too much to ask for a gluten-free
ham this year! A faux-gluten allergy has never been so hard to maintain, and thus it has never been more in.
Speaking of the ins and outs of our collective youth, Jacob Schwartz will not be gracing us this week with an
instalment of his Fashion Column. The bastard actually did get to go home this break, and he couldn’t be bothered to write one. So here’s the gist of what it probably would have been: Woah, socks are totally tubular. Haha
get it? Like tube socks.
In any event, you can look forward to every other regular segment you’ve grown to love. Our Food Reviewer hit
the mean streets of Broadway to check out two of the newer (and affordable) establishments of this 3-horse
town, Salt & Char and Hamlet & Ghost.
Sam is back and better than ever with his Sam Supposes, and the rest I’ll leave to you to unwrap. But not before Christmas!
Keep it real, Skidmore.
A happy Festivus from the rest of us at Skidmo’ Daily.
George Lubitz,
Editor-in-Chief

Top Stories Of The Week
Welcome to Winter, a.k.a. 50 Shades of Bean Boots
Electrical outlet just wants to feel powerful this holiday season
Newly installed screen hopes to project a positive image
Everyone at FAN picnic goes hungry after all members refuse to make sandwiches
Freshman Waiting Until Winter Break To Leave Pre-Orientation Groupchat
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We Get It, Skidnews Is Better at Satire Than Us
The Skidmo’ Daily E-Board

As we’re sure everybody has already figured out, Skidnews is a better satirical newspaper than we are. This
back and forth competition between the Skdimo’ Daily and
Skidnews about which publication can be more outrageous
now has a clear winner… and it’s Skidnews.
Kudos to them. Congrats. We hope we’ve been some sort
of competition to them but our fake, scandalous, foul, and
downright nauseating coverage of the news pales in comparison to what the Skidmore News produces.
For instance, Skidnews recently published an article in
which they facetiously told the student body what some
professors’ incomes were with an aura of complete seriousness which we, as the Skidmo’ Daily, could only dream
of achieving. Another prime example of their commitment

to the satirical arts can be found in the repeated joke of taking a borderline hegemonic-conservative stance on local
Skidmore College related issues while effectively silencing
POC and disenfranchised voices. Quite a long running joke,
their dedication to its upholding makes the reader believe
that the editorial staff of Skidmore News really believes in
what they are writing. Very clever!
Overall, this is not supposed to be a spiteful acknowledgment of defeat but rather a graceful acceptance of being
number two. We fought the good fight and lost. However,
we hope to continue to brighten our readers’ days coming
into this new year with our satire and that Skidmore News
does the same because, by God, their content is laughable.

Vacation Causes Anxiety for Students with Terrible Dogs
by Miranda Thompson

With the winter break fast approaching, many students
are thinking of returning to their most beloved family members: their dogs. Dogs are often the only family
members who love us without judgment. Particularly this
vacation, these pets will also provide welcome distractions from unsavory political discussion. Unfortunately for
a silent minority, the return to their pups is a prospect
riddled with dread. Most dogs do indeed represent
God’s ultimate gift to humanity. However, some pooches
have forgotten this purpose, much to the chagrin of some
Skidmore students.
Junior Max Feldman, whose dog puts the shit in shih tzu,
explains how every trip home results in a canine catastrophe. “I’m not inside the house for thirty seconds before she
[the dog] begins making the weirdest whimpering sounds.
Then, when she’s not moaning, she’s throwing up. If my sister didn’t love her, my Dad would have walked her through
traffic years ago.”
This appears to be a typical pattern of unenthusiastic
dog ownership. One family member's affection forces
the rest to suffer the bitch. Unsolicited barking, unexpected bodily functions, and unsettling rage punctuate
what should be a respite from these usually college-only experiences. Worse still, these students must admit they have dogs, but are left without the capacity to
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share in the seemingly universal and unequivocal joy for fido.
Reluctant dog owner and freshman Julia Brown demonstrates how her dogs’ antics hinder boding with other
students. “Everyone talks about how excited they are to
see their dogs, and I want to join in. But it's a bit of a downer to describe my dog attempting to bite my baby niece’s
face off.”
Brown elaborates: “It’s not like I don’t try. I love dogs. I desperately want to love my dog. I call my dog ‘quirky’ or ‘energetic,’ and I wish I could believe that. But that motherfucker pisses all over the house. Unapologetically.”
It is imperative to recognize that what could seem like apathy for man’s best friend may actually be a cover for a painful and personal puppy repulsion. If you know or suspect
you know a suffering student, provide them with support.
Offer to accompany them to the therapy dogs event, and
encourage them to timidly approach the pooches of privilege. Refrain from bragging about your amazing dog, as
well as from showing multiple pictures of said dog (in reality, that annoys everybody). And above all, do not assume
these are cat people. Feldman stresses that “we’re conflicted, not crazy.”

"Christmas got too commercial"
“Christmas got too commercial.”

Skidmo’ Horoscope #69
Aquarius:
Life is meaningless. Every action we take was preset the moment the universe was formed. The stars
are nothing but floating piles of flaming garbage.
There is no true free will. There is no true happiness
or sadness when it all ends. All that will be is all that
was. Nothing. We all return to nonexistence. Tomorrow’s winning jackpot numbers are 7, 12, 2, 35, 8.
Pices:
Life is magic! Every action you take is a step towards a better you! The stars are aligned this
month in YOUR favor! Keep working for what you
want and it WILL come! People will be drawn to
you this lunar cycle! Your aura emanates like light
from a star! Now get out there and be beat life!
Aries:
Have you let God into your life? I thought not. Horoscopes have historically been used to lull heathens
into a false sense of control and comfort. Well
comfort no more! Catholicism is the only answer!
Catholicism is the only religion that is 100% true.
We boast an astounding 2% success rate in going
to heaven. How do we know this? Todd! Todd is the
next step in what we now call True Catholicism.
He has the power of Jesus with none of the lame
stories. Hey Todd, is my wife cheating on me? “No,
stop asking.” See? If you want any of your questions
answered please contact him at CatholicTodd@
yahoo.com.
Taurus:
So here’s what happened in the season finale of
WestWorld. Maeve escapes, sort of. She gets to
the end and then turns back. Delores is Wyatt.
Also, Delores killed Arnold because he told her to
because he thought she was conscious which she
kind of was and then Ford unveils his new narrative
which is really just a ruse to have Delores choose
to kill him which proves she is sentient and conscious and he was working the whole time based
on what Arnold wanted but Ford is way more evil
and the man in black is Billy from the future and
there’s like 9 boobs so it’s worth a watch.
Gemini:
They say that love is blind. Blind yourself if you want
to feel it.

Cancer:
Is cancer the crab one? Because it should be. You
have crabs.
Leo:
I used to bite my tongue and hold my breath.
Scared to rock the boat and make a mess. So I sat
quietly, agreed politely. I guess that I forgot I had a
choice. I let you push me past the breaking point.
I stood for nothing, so I fell for everything. You held
me down, but I got up (hey!). Already brushing off
the dust. You hear my voice, your hear that sound.
Like thunder, gonna shake your ground. No one
puts it better than Katy.
Virgo:
You only have 9 lives, so live them! Get out there!
Hunt a bird! Puke on a bed! Pee on a bed! Live
without care and you will live well. Try to get your
rest though, you need at least 16 hours of sleep
a day to keep up with all the peeing on couches you need to do. You little shit. I feed you, keep
you warm, try to tuck you in for the perfect Insta.
And you turn around and piss on my third favorite
couch. If you weren’t so adorable I’d make you into
socks and secrets wear you to a PETA rally.
Libra:
Libra, libra, libra….. Hmm…. Libra. Oh! The recent
move has been tougher than expected. You
thought that you would shine in this new environment, but you were wrong. You used to be the guy.
People would say, “Libra, how did you do that?”
and you would shrug and say it’s because you’re
great. But now you’re in a difference league. You
can do better, if you put your mind to it. Just keep
doing what you do best. You got this, or your name
isn’t Zlatan Librahimovic.
Scorpio:
Look out for scorpions.
Sagittarius:
You fucked up man. You stupid idiot.
Capricorn:
You’re in a worse position than Cancer is.
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Increasing Awareness
of Winter Holiday
for Satanists

Audience Member In Comedy Show Who Gasped
So Much Better Than You

by Lizette Roman-Johnston

At a recent open mic night, audience member Samantha Davis really put her
grassroots activism into action when she decided that snapping at good jokes
was not enough and decided to gasp at any jokes she found offensive. Davis, a
white sophomore and newly registered Democrat (she was unable to register
before the election due to a “really complicated system,”) claims that gasping
at jokes such as “Man, now Bill Clinton has a bigger mess than usual to clean
up now” will help to reform comedy into a place where people can feel safe in
their expectations while simultaneously convincing peers that they are bigots
and misogynists for laughing at any jokes that are in the least bit controversial.
Dismayed by the recent election results, Davis realized that snapping has not
done enough to convert her peers to The Good Side, and feels confident that her
newfound gasping will truly have an effect.

You’ve heard of Christmas, Hanukkah, and Kwanzaa, or maybe you’ve
just heard of Christmas, which makes
you kind of a dick. But whether you
plan on decorating a tree or spinning
a dreidel this winter, you may want
to think about how others are celebrating their respective religions.
Here at Skidmore, the atheist population wants us to think antisemitism
isn’t a thing, but a few students have
brought it to our attention that they
feel unsafe. In an attempt to acknowledge the diverse ways in which her
students celebrate the holidays, Professor Gallagher wrote “Have a happy
holiday!” as the last assignment on
her syllabus. Lou C. Furr, an English
major (with a concentration of poetry), shared his ill feelings toward Gallagher’s sentiment.
“It enraged me,” he said, sporting a
pentagram T-shirt and carrying a
large, red pitchfork. “How dare she
order me to have a happy holiday.”
When we asked Lou if he hoped to
have a particularly unhappy holiday,
he nodded. “Joy offends me.”
Before we could ask further questions, Lou disappeared in a fiery explosion, accompanied by a piercing
crack of thunder and echoing evil
laughter.
The latest we have seen or heard from
the super-senior was an email to SGA:

Dear SGA,
I am outraged by the lack of
tolerance this college has for
Satanism. The expectation to
enjoy the holidays is an example of intolerance and also
peer pressure. I demand a
SGA-sponsored event in honor
of the great and powerful Satan
- perhaps a hell-themed dance
at Falstaff’s. Band, no DJ. If my
commands are not met, I will
burn Skidmore College to the
ground and litter it with demons
who will skin the survivors alive.
I expect you will do the right
thing.
Love,
Lou C. Furr
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by Max LoSardo

“I’m not lonely, I just like being alone”- Woman found
dead. Suicide Suspected.
Earlier this morning Anne Hathaway, no relation, was found dead in her New
York apartment. The 22 year old woman was known for her daily blog posts and
instagram pictures. Her internet fame skyrocketed when she published an article titled, I’m not lonely, I just like being alone. She quickly became known as
a voice for the voiceless; the silent introverts who have been constantly questioned for their solitary nature finally had someone who truly understood them.
“People always ask me, ‘are you depressed or something? Why don’t you go out
more?’”- From one of Hathaway’s more recent posts.
The young star was found by her neighbor J.J. Watt, no relation, at approximately 8 this morning.
“I usually go over there to play with her cats and watch catwoman and stuff
while she's at work. Her cats names are Christiano, Whiskers, and Adolf Hitler
the third, no relation. You’re not going to tell her I play with her cats, right? Oh,
haha, yeah, she's dead. Dodged a bullet there.”
Unlike Mr. Watt, Ms. Hathaway was not so lucky. The police found multiple gunshot wounds on her body. We spoke to officer Barack Obama, no relation, about
the horrible tragedy.
“We figured that because she was shot in the back it was probably a murder. But
we have a new cyber department that seems to disagree. According to them she
was a troubled girl and was clearly depressed. I’ve been informed by the unit
that her internet presence was essentially a cry for help… So right now we’re
ruling it a suicide, and that’s not likely to change… I mean, just look at what she
was posting, she was clearly lonely.”
Hathaway could not be reached for comment.

FOOD AND DRINK
by Sarah Colby

Local Nosh
Salt & Char.

Pub Crawl
Hamlet & Ghost.

353 Broadway. (518) 450-7500.

24 Caroline St. (518) 450-7287.

Saratoga’s newest bistro is as family-friendly as it is affordable. Resurrected from the ashes of the late Maestros,
Salt & Char is quickly becoming everyone’s favorite datenight spot and celebration venue.
The ambiance and décor of the joint is minimal—it’s
clear that the fun and tasty food is what the chefs want
you to focus on. And I mean it—the complimentary salad and breadsticks keep coming, so be sure not to fill
up too quickly!
House wines are a delectable pairing that won’t break the
bank. Their house vino verde and rosé (a ingenious mix of
the house red and sprite) are sweet and subtle, with nodes
of grape juice and plastic cork. The cute beef sliders are a
cheap fix for any picky eater. No child (or fickle husband)
can resist the curly fries and secret KABOOM sauce. I especially recommend the Not Your Grandmother’s Mac n’
Cheese™. Four different cheeses are blended together with
milk and flour to create a flavor explosion which is truly out
of this world. You can add bacon bits or jalapenos to this
already-affordable dish for just 50 cents.
And, if it’s your birthday, you can even snag a free piece of
cheese cake and have the entire serving staff serenade you
with their zany and silly happy birthday song and dance.

This little number seemed to appear out of nowhere, like
a Danish king's apparition after being murdered by his
brother.
But as inconspicuous as this quick-to-become local favorite
may be, their signature cocktails aren't apparitions at all,
but rather delicious aperitifs and otherwise savory libations.
I'd recommend ordering a plate of baked brie with any
drink, considering the entire wheel only costs 50¢ and is
garnished with candied almonds and a healthy sliver of
chicken patê.
But you really can't go wrong on the drinks, here. On a recent outing, a first timer turned to the barkeep and asked
"What do you recommend?" What a knave! She looked him
in the eyes for not two seconds and immediately began preparing a drink without so much as a nod. When she presented it to him (it was an original cocktail which goes by
the long-winded and unwarranted name of "Get You To A
Nunnery From The First Scene of The Third Act") he could
not be more happy. A decadent mixture of egg whites, Aperol, and Bud Light never looked so good!
If straight beer or liquor is more your speed, H&G also has
a buffet on tap, where you can pay 6 dollars for all-you-candrink Labatt Blue and Jim Beam bourbon. A champagne
fountain (runoff from whatever spills into the floor mats)
is also available, and it simply can't be beat. It's a shame
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern had to die before getting
their hands on one of Hamlet & Ghost's signature cocktails!
Whatever you're drinking, make sure you do it
at Hamlet & Ghost. Tell them Horatio sent you.

(Entrees: $8-12)

(Drinks $6 and under)

Sickly dog at Study Days event really depressing the hell out of everybody
By George Lubitz

SCRIBNER LIBRARY—It was a really gloomy sight at
what’s usually everyone’s favorite part of Study Week
where—among the crowd of excited and stress-reducing
therapy dogs—one animal in particular really depressed
the hell out of everyone.
Going by the name of Bingo, this one lonesome pup—with
scars on his face and bandages around his terribly skinny
abdomen—sat sulking in the corner with his eyes drooped
low. It was clear to everyone that this sorry guy sucked the
enjoyment out of the whole affair.
Upon reaching the corral of canines, stressed-out students
would typically roam from dog to dog, patting a head here,
or scratching behind the ears there, before catching a

glimpse of Bingo and suddenly not feeling up for the whole
thing anymore.
“It honestly just made me even more stressed, seeing that
one dog,” said Ashley Kurzweil, a Sophomore who wanted
to take a quick study break to de-stress with some fluffy
friends. “I don’t even know what he was doing there. I
mean, aren’t they supposed to be therapy dogs? He just
looked like a still from an ASPCA commercial. It was depressing as hell.”
According to another source, Bingo had at one point decided to move from his dank spot next to the stairs over toward the chairs, but gave up as soon as his twig-like legs
gave in after the second step.
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We’re Not Writing a Thanksgiving Piece
on Your Racist Uncle Because that Joke
is Overdone
by Nick Papazian

No, we’re not writing that piece you all wanted about how
you had to deal with your racist older family members.
Honestly, I’ve been in Skidmo for three years. I’ve given
blood, sweat, tears, and minimal effort as treasurer to this
group, and the one thing I can tell you through all that is
that every year we write this article and the joke is overdone at this point. Whining about how your grandmother
is racist just isn’t funny when forty-something percent of
the American population voted for Donald Fucking Trump.
Apparently, your uncle/aunt/weird older cousin/dementia-ridden grandparent isn’t the only one who thinks these
things.
Frankly, I’m not too happy about this either. I would love
for it to still be funny to write about the generation of our
families that just needs to hurry up and die and leave us copious amounts of money in their will (looking at you, great
gran), but they’re running the country now. This #relatable
bullshit has clearly run its course.
So this holiday season, we’re not going to give you that juicy
validation that you crave because we’ve given you this shit
every other year and we’re bored of it. Give us something
funnier than weed and racist Uncle Jim to talk about and
maybe we’ll be able to produce some quality comic material.
And don’t think this is the only thing we’re tired of writing about, either. Every year, we have to write new articles
about how stupid the freshmen are. We have to write one
more article about people getting high for the first time.
We are sick and tired of writing about the goddamn squirrels (we get it: they’re disturbed–so am I, but you don’t see
me writing an article about it, do you?).
And everybody knows Glotzbach has a disproportionately
tiny head. Most of us are over it by now. We get that nobody
cares about the SGA, and that people who drink pumpkin
spice lattes are not only not consuming a real pumpkin
product, but are also so basic that if they drank bleach it
probably wouldn’t even kill them. We know that all of you
are here because you’re hipsters, and we honestly don’t
know why you want us to keep making fun of it.
The point is that, like racist family members, Skidmore
culture is pretty much just a joke that has been beaten to
death. It’s not funny anymore. You’re not funny anymore.
Nothing’s funny anymore.
We all die alone.

Woman Who Saved Christmas
Shopping To Last Minute Pissed
Stores Are So Crowded
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Local Saratoga woman, Nancy Freeman, could be seen
audibly sighing in line at various Wilton Mall stores on December 23rd as she shouted at her fellow shoppers, “Don’t
you people have better places to be?” Nancy, who has frequented Wilton Mall’s Bow Tie Cinemas every weekend for
the past year, says she “really doesn’t have the time” to be
shopping. According to Nancy, “It’s December 23rd; why is
everyone at the mall? Don’t they have lives? I mean who

wants to be shopping right now? I guess the answer is everybody and their mothers because this mall is so damn
packed.” Nancy, describing herself as “over it,” wanted us
to know that the only reason she’s here so close to Christmas is because of her job at the local Fresh Market grocery
store. In her own words: “I work nonstop hours stacking
artisanal cheeses and seasonally themed coffee throughout the holiday season and I have to come home in Mid-November to see that pompous bitch Gretchen across the
street have all her Christmas gifts neatly arranged under
her tree already. I mean, my job is exhausting and that is
the last thing I need, you know? It’s not like I wanted to be
shopping today. It’s just that I’ve been so.damn.tired. And
busy. I don’t know what everyone else’s excuse is.” Nancy
then proceeded to yell at each store manager about the unacceptable amount of people they were bringing into stores
today and the colossal waste of time she was enduring because of everybody else’s choice to come to the mall today.
Nancy has vowed to come back next year on at least the
22nd of December in an effort to “show that bitch Gretchen up”. Gretchen could not be reached for comment as she
was too busy hand writing her loved ones Valentine’s Day
cards in preparation for the upcoming holiday.

“Burgess Café Ruined My Life,” Reports
Local Employee
by Doug Patrick

It’s all fun and lattes until someone gets hurt. Unfortunately for a local worst-place-to-get-coffee-holy-shit-theirmachines-are-always-down Burgess Café employee, his
fun ran out and he got hurt, mentally and irreversibly so.
Jake Dolan (’19) was blessed with the Burgess Café job upon
entering Skidmore College. “Of course I said I had cashier
and café experience on my work-study form,” Jake reminisced, “I wasn’t trying to get stuck with a dishwashing
job; I wanted something easy.” And lucky for Jake, he got
the easiest job in Skidmore’s cutesy bubble of employment
opportunities: being a barista at Burgess Café.
“At first I was siked,” he told us, “I get to just stand around
for a couple hours and then get paid? I’d be stupid to not
say yes to that.”
Jake now, however, regrets his decision.
He outlined how, although he basically just stood around
the whole time, there were certain rules he had to adhere
to while working there. “You know, like, you couldn’t make
yourself a drink before leaving.” A simple enough rule, we
at Skidmo’ thought, but Jake informed us otherwise.
“Still, people would make drinks. Even after being talked
to. They’d know the rule, but they’d still do it. Over and
over, these assholes, one by one, stealing drinks.”
We told Jake that he should seriously chill out. Then he said
that it drove him nuts because, like, who do these people
think they are? And we said honestly, man, it’s really not a
big deal. And then he said we weren’t listening to him. No
one ever listens to him.
Then Jake began sobbing. After a while, he apologized over
and over, saying that he didn’t know what had just come
over him. But that he’d felt it before.
Oh, yes. He’d felt it before. A sort of dominating anger, a
bitterness that grows out of working behind the counter of
Burgess Café.
“I didn’t even realize when I started caring about Burgess.

It just happened. I was embarrassed of myself, insecure.
But most of all, I was confused. Confused as to how anyone
could bring themselves to disrespect such an establishment.”
And it’s that confusion, Jake says, that he’ll never get over.

The number of medications he takes is endless. The despair upon his brain is infinite. And the threshold of insanity is near.
“If one thing’s for certain,” Jake said, “it’s that Burgess Café
ruined my life.”

Broken Wall Clock Looks Forward to It's Two Minutes of Fame Each Day
By Gill Hurtig

Tisch Learning Center room 203 is, decoratively, fairly bland. The walls are bare white with chairs and desks
scattered around facing a projector and blackboard at the
front of the room. At least that is the depiction that came
to Spencer Twohands, the clock on the wall. In contrast to
his lackluster view, Spencer was proud of how he looked;
a round wooden frame and large loopy numbers framed
his piercing black hands well. He enjoyed the classes he
watched, becoming fairly interested in both Classic Greek
literature, and The Revolutionary Trade Marketing of the
1670’s. The one thing Spencer was getting fairly fed-up with
was his newfound identity crisis. Last Thursday, during a
lecture on the migration of the original pestle and mortar,
he felt his hands stop.
This was of course problematic. Spencer was a clock, and
clocks tell the time. But if Spencer couldn’t tell the time,

then was he really a clock? This was precisely the identity
crisis that Spence didn’t need. He had been having trouble
with keeping his plastic casing clean, and was dreading the
thought of needing a polishing. Plus his daughter had been
on his back about the new Hello Kitty frame she wanted.
Being the only person in his life, Spencer then contacted
his daughter, telling her that his hands had stopped and he
could no longer convey the time. Regretfully he would have
to quit the job of clock, so she should not expect the Hello
Kitty frame.
But Katherine, his daughter, would not have any of
it. Reportedly she patted her father on the back and said,
“Don’t worry dad! There are still two minutes of every day
when you’re still a relevant clock!” Spencer was soaring!
“YES!” He laughed. “I can continue being a clock. Even if it
is for only two minutes per day!” And all was well again.

Trump Appoints Hitler’s Corpse to Secretary of Energy,
Democrats Look to Find Common Ground
by Max LoSardo

Washington DC -- In a stunning move against the political establishment, President-Elect Donald J. Trump has
appointed the shambling corpse of former German Chancellor Adolf Hitler as Secretary of Energy. Succeeding the
nuclear physicist Ernest Moniz, Trump has been criticised
due to Hitler’s lack of experience in the scientific field.
When asked for comment, the President Elect said “Look,
we’re losing. We have no energy, we’re tired… We need
more energy. People say ‘Hitler? Really?’ Listen, I love Hitler, he’s great - he loves Trump. And he loves to win. And
we’re gonna win with energy, big league.” When pressed
on Hitler’s role in orchestrating The Holocaust, one of the

greatest atrocities in human history, Trump exclaimed that
he “Doesn’t know anything about a Holocaust” but says he
will “look into it.” The response on the Democratic side
hasn’t been all negative, with Democratic Leader Chuck
Schumer saying that “while we do differ with Hitler on a
number of issues, we will most certainly look to infrastructure as a common ground with the new Secretary of
Energy.” Sources report that Hitler has a greater chance of
passing through the Senate than Mr. Trump’s previous two
choices, former Governor of Alaska Sarah Palin and former
Mayor of New York now turned Reminder-Of-The-DangersOf-Meth, Rudy Giuliani.

Student’s Economics Class Notebook Doodle Best Work Yet
by George Lubitz

HARDER HALL—Putting the final touches on his most recent doodle and checking the clock during his Wednesday
Macroeconomics class, Senior Jeffery Delasala sat back in
his chair to reflect on his latest work, which many are calling his best work yet.
Mr. Delasala’s “masterpiece,” as many are referring to it, is
set against a white and blue backdrop of college-ruled paper, with broad strokes of frenetic black ink to bring his
work to life.
Close collaborator and pen tattoo artist in-residence Hannah Kirchbaum had the privilege of witnessing Jeffery’s
genius flow on to the page, since she usually sits next to
Jeffery near the door. She says, “It’s a pretty good drawing.
It’s like a sailboat on the ocean with the sun setting on the
horizon.” Ms. Kirchbaum, who is famous for her in-class
artwork of hearts on friends’ hands or smiley faces inked
onto arms, remarked that she was especially impressed
with how the ripples on the water (caused by the boat’s

wake) looked particularly realistic.
Asked about what other projects he’s working on, Mr. Delesala recalled that he has a very boring English class later
this week, wherein he’s thinking about drawing a tree, or
a few cubes floating in space. “I’m not sure yet, though. I’m
not sure I can really top this one. But whenever I’m having drawing-block, I sketch out a few of those diamond ‘S’
things before I come up with something.”
Many are calling for Mr. Delesala to have an exhibition in
the Case Gallery, where he might show off some of his other mid-class musings. The artist has shown enthusiasm for
the idea, noting that it might be fun to include all members
from his art collective, appropriately titled EC 101.
In the meantime, while Mr. Delesala is still riding the waves
of his over-night fame, he’s staying humble and sticking to
the work at hand. “I haven’t come up with a title for it yet,”
said the artist after class, but is thinking about leaving it
untitled for the sake of aesthetics.
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SAM SUPPOSES
Dear Sam,
I have three exams and a research paper for finals this semester. The problem is that I have been
feeling fairly prepared for them, and my lack of anxiety has me feeling left out of conversations
this time of year. Without the ability to commiserate over timely stressors, I feel as though I have
nothing to discuss with the common Skidmore student. My friends seem to have such fun sharing colorful metaphors and (semi-)friendly competition about their workloads, but I can never
join. I just want to connect with my friends like we used to, what do I do to feel close to them
again?
Sincerely,
St. Rest
Dear St.Rest,
Yours is a problem faced by many each semester’s end. It strikes me that you, and anyone else
in your position, have two options. You can convince yourself that you ought to be stressed and
recreate your peers’ professed experience. Alternatively, you can use your imagination and just
pretend to be stressed. Let’s break down how both of those might look.
People don’t realize how easy it is to stress yourself out baselessly. If you are not feeling anxious
about your finals, it is possible that you are considering the work you have to do in manageable
portions. Say your research paper is supposed to be 15-18 pages, you might be thinking that
you have enough time to write two pages a night and still take a few days off. Instead, think
about writing it all at once. Think about how long it will take just to read your own work, and
how you have to edit it after writing it. You begin to unearth a well of potential complaints. As
for your exams, rather than consider the amount of material you have naturally retained and
schedule time to study the rest, talk and think about your tests as if you had to take them today. It shouldn’t be too hard to overwhelm yourself with such tactics.
Your other option may strike you as easier. Pretend you are stressed and pity yourself with vigor
equal to your friends’. You know that your work won’t be particularly difficult, but your friends
don’t. Even if they do, for some reason, they can’t actually mention that without seeming
like an asshole. As it happens, the pretending option still allows you to put forward the same
complaints previously mentioned. There is actually no functional difference between these
seemingly disparate methods of codependency. In fact, appropriately whelmed students often make the best complaints about work, as they have more time to think up creative ways
to quantify the work they have yet to do. An appropriate workload also allows for more time to
discuss one’s workload, which could be of significant help as you seek to rekindle friendships.
Remember, if your friends were as overworked as they claim, they would not find so much time
to bemoan this plight. I hope this helps you reconnect with friends in that special way that only
negativity enables. Best of luck!
Yours always,
Sam
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